This paper studies radiation from circumferential slots on cylindrical waveguide by Poynting's vector method. It can help us to find mutual admittance between two circumferential slots in an antenna array. The main advantage of Poynting's vector method is its accurate convergence to compute mutual admittance between two circumferential slots. The importance of this matter will be more salient while we want to compare it with other mutual admittances and also use it to optimize an antenna array.
Introduction
Electromagnetic radiation from an aperture waveguide is one kind of classical and practical problems which has been considered for several years. Because of cylindrical waveguide and conformal antenna applications, same as aperture waveguide radiation, electromagnetic radiation from slots on cylindrical waveguide is a prominent problem. To have a better analysis, desired pattern and also to have a proper matching in input, electromagnetic radiation and mutual coupling between slots present an equation to compute mutual admittance between apertures on cylindrical waveguide.
To compute mutual admittance, apart from aperture shape on cylindrical waveguide, there are different methods which have been used but generally they are divided into two general categories:
• The methods which are based on reciprocity (reaction) theorem that involve modal solution [1] - [7] and surface ray or GTD-Solutions [8] • The methods which are based on Poynting's vector [9] .
In modal analysis method we need to have several mode combinations to obtain an accurate approach, if the mode numbers aren't sufficient, analysis accuracy will be decreased. To have more mode numbers, radius of cylinder must be increased, so this method is not useful for such a problem which the mode numbers are insufficient. If the radius of cylinder be one or two times bigger than wavelength units, surface ray method or GTD-Solution will be helpful. The method which is used in here is based on Poynting's vector method due to its advantages for circumferential slot array designing.
This method has much more conformity with cylindrical waveguide to reach convergence. The method which is used in here was suggested by Hill [10] to find input impedance for dipole antenna. It also can be used to find mutual impedance between axial slots on cylindrical waveguide [11] . So Poynting's vector method can be indicated such as following relation: 
Computing Mutual Admittance
Far field radiation from circumferential slots [12] whereas voltage has cosine distribution can be written as follows: 
Integration path C can be shown as Figure 2 :
Suppose that in cylindrical coordination system, slot position of I and II are ( ) 2 2 , , a z ϕ and ( ) 
Then for 
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To simplify integral computation, it must be divided in to two parts then compute any part separately and finally the results must be added: 
In another hand to compute 1 12 Y we have: 
According to asymmetry of integration path and term of 1 12 Y , so integration path can be assumed as: So integral can be simplified such as following relations: 
Above relations can be simplified more, if integral be found in term of following relations: 
The integral can be divided to imaginary and real parts.
For real part we have:
So result can be shown as follows: 
Now we consider imaginary part, for new path can be shown: 
where:
Same as 12 Y we try to find 2 12 Y so: 
After substitution and by following above steps, the result will be as (29) 
According to orthogonality property, "m" is equal to "n" so: 
Modified integral path is shown in Figure 3 .
The integration in term of φ will result in (34): 
As a result for totality of 2 12 Y : 
Conclusion
In this paper mutual admittance between two circumferential slots on cylindrical waveguide by extended Poynting's vector is achieved. Analytical and simulation results are compared the results show good similarity and formulas are presented according to aforesaid limitations on parameters can be useful to find mutual admittance convergence in designing of circumferential slot antennas on cylindrical wave guide.
